
BMTA Summer League Late Policy and Sub Policy 
 

(Policy is based off the USTA’s Friend of the Court Rule Book) 
Effective 5/29/2018 

 
Team Tennis league 
 

Warm up time is 6:15 pm.  Match time is 6:30 pm. 

 
If a regular player is not there at match time: 
 

 0-5 Minutes late-Forfeit one game, plus lose point for showing up. 
 

 5-10 Minutes late-Forfeit two games, plus lose point for showing up. 

 
 10-15 Minutes late-Forfeit three games, plus lose point for showing up. 

 
 15+ Minutes late-Default entire first match (whether it’s doubles or singles), plus lose point for showing up. 

 
If regular player is absent, they Forfeit all matches and receive no points for attendance 
 

If the late player is a sub, all of the above applies also, except subs don’t get a point for showing up regardless. 
 
*Note:  If a late player arrives in time to play part of a match or matches, everyone will have a minimum 5 minute 
warm up once all players have arrived on court. 
 
 

Doubles Tennis League 
 

Warm up time is 6:15 pm.  Match time is 6:30 pm. 

 
If a regular player is not there at match time: 
 

 0-15 Minutes Late-Loss of point for showing up. 

 
 15+ Minutes Late-Default all three sets, plus loss of point for showing up. 

 
If the late player is a sub, all of the above applies, except subs don’t get a point for showing up regardless. 
 
*Note:  If a late player arrives in time to play the matches, everyone will have a minimum 5 minute warm up once all 
players arrive on court. 
 
 

Sub Policy 

 

If you get a sub, inform someone from your team and your court manager.  Give them the sub's name and 

phone number.  Tell your sub which courts they will be playing on and for what team. Also, let the sub 

know who the court manager is and their phone number.   

 

It is not acceptable to just not show up.  If you have tried to get a sub and are unable to get one, notify 

someone from your team and/or your court manager.  When you notify them, do it as soon as possible.  

Calling just before league is the same as a no show. 

 

If you get a sub a long time in advance, please remind them a couple of days before they're scheduled to 

sub.  

 

 

Thanks, 

 

Rich Frye 

League Manager 

  
 


